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The context

The Astroparticle Physics 
research group
https://lnu.se/en/research/searchrese
arch/astroparticle-physics/

 Hardware, data analysis 
and interpretation of 
results in the field of Very-
High-Energy extra-galactic 
emitters

 Focus on Active Galactic 
Nuclei 

https://lnu.se/en/research/searchresearch/astroparticle-physics/


The general question

What do gamma-ray
observations teach us about
the physics of active galaxies
and their energy jets?

Figure at top right: H.E.S.S. TeV image of Mrk 421 
(120-135 Mpc), color representing counts.

Figure at bottom right: Composite image of
Centaurus A (3-5 Mpc), X-ray (blue), visible light
(white) and submillimeter (orange).

Image courtesy: ESO/WFI (Optical); MPIfR/ESO/APEX/ A.Weiss et 
al. (Submillimetre); NASA/CXC/CfA/ R.Kraft et al. (X-ray)



Active Galactic Nuclei

Black holes are estimated to emit

as much as one-third of all the

radiation in our universe.

KVA. (2016) Black holes light up the universe

- Popular Science Background to The Crafoord

Prize in Astronomy 2016. The Royal Swedish

Academy of Sciences.

A compact core region of a galaxy with
luminosity in the order of 1011-1014 L



and a size comparable with the solar
system → SMBH

Image courtesy of The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences 

and Anna-Lena Lindqvist, Lindqvist Grafik & InfoDesign AB



The unified model of AGN

AGN distribution and character
depend on space-time
and perspective.

Mrk 421 is a blazar.



Thermal emission
- not sufficient for gamma-rays

Planck's law

The spectral density of EM 
emission from a black body 
in thermal equilibrium

Figure: BB radiation curves (lines) for T 1-1E5

K were numerically integrated and adjusted for

annular ring size (dotted curve).



Non-thermal emission
1. Synchrotron radiation
2. Inverse Compton
3. Beaming

A set of relativistic electrons, with PL 
distributed velocity v in a magnetic
field B, produce synchrotron radiation
at ”typical” frequencies νs, forming a 
PL energy distribution Iν.

A linear relation between electron and 
spectral indices: p and α.

In SSC models, ”p” represents the 
probability of acceleration. If allowed
to vary, other distributions follow.

The same electrons that produced 
synchrotron photons up-scatter them 
to high energies.

Courtesy: Tramacere

http://www.isdc.unige.ch/sedtool/SED_Web_tool/html_js/SED_W

eb_tool/Doc/test_doc/index.html 



The SSC model

The Spectral Energy Distribution 
(SED) is the sum of the 
synchrotron and inverse Compton
components.

The Electron Energy Distribution 
(EED) is often modelled by more
flexible distributions than simple 
power laws, for example a broken 
power-law.

The νFν representation allows for a 
better identification of energy
peaks (breaks).  

Figure: Synchrotron and self-Compton.

lnΛ adjusts for min-max limits of the synchrotron
energy distribution.

τ represents scattering optical depth.

Image courtesy: Ghisellini.



Markarian 421 – A case study

Figure: MWL campaign in 2009
Image credit: Abdo et al (2011)

Figure: WFPC2 image of Mrk 421 (brightest) and 421-5
Image credit: Hubble Legacy Archive

The GeV and TeV SED 
make an uncertain fit.

Distance between the galaxies ̴ 10 kpc

1500 Markarian
galaxies, intense UV, 
studied by Benjamin 
Markarian



GeV observations 
with Fermi Lat

Image courtesy: presentation by Dave Thompson, NASA GSFC, 
Rittenhouse Astronomical Society  January 14, 2009

Figure: Generic space gamma ray detector.
Credit: Thompson (2015)



TeV observations 
with H.E.S.S.



1. Signal detection, hardware level 
- monitoring, selection and storing 
of signals, technical quality control

2. Data formatting, event 
reconstruction, setting parameter 
values to characterize events, 
based on Monte Carlo simulations

3. Background separation, event 
classification, applying “cuts” and 
selection criteria

4. Signal extraction – estimating 
source signal, its significance, flux 
and SED

Signal processing and data analysis

Figure: 
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/scitools/
overview.html



”Significance”

Position of Mrk 421 in Fermi-LAT:s all sky-view of GeV emission
Credit: NASA/DOE/Fermi-LAT Collaboration



Models for SED

Models for spectral energy
distributions

 Power-Law (PL)

 PL with Exponential Cutoff

 Log Parabola (LP)

 Broken PL

The software did not handle
the broken PL (Enrico).

TS=2ln(likelihood(HA)/likelihood(H0))

 χ2(df)

# sigma = TS  N(0,1) if df=1



States of flaring and quiescence

A flare is a contiguous period of time, associated 
with a given flux peak, during which the flux 
exceeds half of the peak value, and this lower limit 
is attained exactly twice – at the beginning and at 
the end of the flare.

K. Nalewajko (2013)

If not a flare, we have a quiescent state, or we can mirror
the definition of flare, ”flux minimum”.



Hypotheses and procedures

A curved SED is expected, 
but only PL has been 
reported.

A flaring that only increases 
the number of electrons will 
only increase flux.

A flaring that changes the 
EED, “hardening”, also 
changes the SED, e.g. 
indices.

Steps in the analysis

1. Excess maps: calculation 
of the excess counts

2. Light Curves: Estimation 
of the integrated flux and 
variability over time

3. SED: fitting energy 
distribution models to 
data



Challenges that I will not dwell on…

How does Linux work?

How does the software for data processing and analysis work?

What if I work on a PC from home?

Please Yvonne, why is nothing happening?

How do I know which computer warnings and errors to handle myself?

Why does not my output look like yours Yvonne?

Where is my folder with the results?

Why do I get different results when I run the same analysis?

What does this parameter mean?

How do I standardize the output from different telescopes?

Will everything work on the new supercomputer?

How do I know if anything is right?



Results
Light Curves



Fermi-LAT SED



H.E.S.S. SED

Cutoff at 3 TeV



Mixed SED – expectations of consistency

Consistent GeV and TeV MWL for 
the same flaring

Inconsistent GeV and TeV MWL 
for different flarings

Consistent GeV and TeV MWL for quiescent states?

More analyses needed…



Summary of findings

The photon fluxes agreed 

with previous estimates.

GeV

 10-7 photons s-1 cm-2

 Photon index 1.7-1.8 

TeV

 10-11 photons s-1 cm-2

 Photon index 2-4

PL with exponential cutoff

made a good fit to SEDs in

GeV and TeV range, with

weaker fit for quiescence

and data sets with limited

event counts.

The multiwavelength SED

of the 2010 flaring is now

consistent across GeV and

TeV bands.



Conclusions

Mrk 421 passed into a enduring
state of flaring in 2012.

Flaring within flaring…

First report including Fermi-LAT
Pass 8 and showing exponential
cutoff in the GeV band. Before
only PL.

Since cutoff shifts to lower GeV
during flares, IACT with lower
energy threshold is needed to
study GeV and TeV transitions.

SSC models are often guided

by “global fit”, not clarifying

how observational variables

constrain model parameters,

e.g. if spectral peaks define

electron energy γ2, nor what

actually makes a good fit.

A flaring state can change flux,
spectral indices and move the
IC bump, in part independent
jet parameters.

A jet model should address 
the issue of parameter 
covariance.



Thank you


